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Realore Begins Beta Test of Warhunger
Published on 12/08/14
Realore starts an open beta of its new iOS strategy game Warhunger. In the app players
will be able to train an army and lead attacks against other players, as well as build a
powerful fortress to defend themselves. There are two playable factions in the game, each
with a unique set of building units and heroes. Players, who would like to get their hands
on the game before everyone else does, are welcome to participate by registering at the
Warhunger official page.
Klaipeda, Lithuania - Warhunger is a brand new mobile strategy game from Realore. Today it
enters open beta on iPads. Warhunger lets players become a general on the front line of a
centuries-long war between two fantasy kingdoms. At the beginning of the game players are
able to choose between two factions. The noble knights of the human kingdom are advanced
in steam-powered technology. The alliance of the demons and the undead uses the knowledge
of ancient magic as a weapon.
To protect valuable resources players are encouraged to build a mighty castle full of
cannons, flamethrowers and deadly traps. In order to steal resources from others players
will have to learn how to train mighty armies. All available units have their own
strengths and weaknesses and perfect balance is a key to victory. Armies are led into
battle by mighty heroes. These powerful units are able to deal great amount of damage and
cast powerful spells. Players can train them to learn new moves and get access to advanced
tactics.
Strategic map offers another layer of interaction with the game. Successful attacks give
players chance to get taxes from the cities under control. The better players lead their
armies, the more gold they will get from looting and taxation.
Players, who would like to get their hands on the game before everyone else does, are
welcome to participate. To register for the beta players should go to the official page of
Warhunger and follow the instructions.
Realore:
http://realore.com/
Warhunger:
http://realore.com/warhunger/
YouTube Video (Trailer):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JXcn7r5G9UI
Screenshot 1:
http://dl02.realore.com/affiliates/marketing/warhunger_beta1.png
Screenshot 2:
http://dl02.realore.com/affiliates/marketing/warhunger_beta2.png

Realore has been making casual and mobile games since 2003. The company released titles in
various genres for a variety of platforms including PC, consoles, smartphones and tablets.
Realore's ultimate mission is to create high quality entertainment software that will
bring fun and relaxation to players of all ages. Copyright (C) 2002-2014 Realore. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
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Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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